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The Japanese press constantly charges America and other foreign
countries with failing to grasp and understand " the new order in
East Asia." When Arita himself complained to me that the American
press is so dull of perception in this respect and fails to understand
the assurances given that Japan has no intention (wholly) to
close the Open Door to foreign trade in China (this was on
December 26), I replied that not only the American press but the
American Government and public and I myself found it very difficult
to appraise his assurances when every official utterance of the Japanese
Government was so circumscribed with qualifying phrases as to leave
the real intentions of the Japanese Government quite nebulous.
As a concrete illustration I referred him merely to two paragraphs
of a document which he had handed to me in which there occurred
at least five qualifying words or phrases in connection with the in-
dustrial and commercial opportunities which were to be left open
to foreign countries, such as " certain industries," " within the scope
of the established plans," " as a rule," " any special discrimination,"
" undue discrimination," et cetera. I said that we were naturally
more interested in results than in expressions of intention, especially
when these expressions were so hemmed around with qualifications
as to afford complete latitude in the Japanese interpretation thereof.
The Minister saw the absurdity of this situation and laughed outright,
asking me if he might copy down the phrases which I had underlined
in his own memorandum.
That is roughly the situation that faces us to-day. How on earth
were we to appraise the Prime Minister's official statement: " Japan
does not reject co-operation with other powers, neither intends to
damage the interests of third powers. If such nations understand the
true intention of Japan and adopt policies suitable for the new conditions,
Japan does not hesitate to co-operate with them for the sake of peace
in the Orient," What are Japan's intentions ? What policies are
suitable for the new conditions ? Official pronouncements of that
kind are simply puerile*
Meanwhile there were buzzings as to possible financial help to
Chiang Kai-shek from American and British sources, and discussions
as to possible economic measures against Japan. As to the latter, no
matter how much I might personally like to see retaliation for the
things that Japan is doing to us and to our interests in the Far East,
I have consistently recommended against such measures unless we
are prepared to see them through to their logical conclusion, and
that might mean war, for sanctions are always a potential incentive
to ultimate war. The British, at least some British, believe that
Anglo-American economist sanctions would bring Japan to her knees
in short order, I disagree with that thesis. I know Japan and the
Japanese pretty well. They are a hardy race, accustomed throughout
their history to catastrophe and disaster ; theirs is the " do or die "
spirit, more deeply ingrained than in almost any other people. They
would pull in their belts another notch and continue. They can live

